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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Phillips Industries Displays Unique ISO Single Coil Adapter Cable 
 

Hannover, Germany (September 26, 2018) During IAA Commercial Vehicles 2018, 

Phillips Industries is displaying their ISO Single Coil Adapter Cable that combines the 

two separate 7N and 7S cables into one coil to avoid tangling.  It will be exhibited in 

the Phillips Industries booth, Hall 22/Exhibit E40. 

 

The Phillips Single Coil Adapter Cable is a unique configuration for ISO applications 

unavailable from other electrical component manufacturers.  The 7N and 7S 

WEATHER-TITE™ PERMAPLUGS™ seal out moisture and contaminants to protect 

against corrosion.  The 0.5m long cable leads and PERMAPLUGS are color-coded 

black (7N) and yellow (7S) for easy function identification from a distance.   

 

The Single Coil Adapter Cable has excellent recoil memory, can withstand a 

temperature range of -40°C to 125°C and is abrasion, chemical and corrosion 

resistant.  The assembly meets ISO 12098, ISO 1185 and ISO 3731 specifications, 

and is ADR certified.  It’s available with a 12 or 13 pin population and in 3.5m or 

4.5m total length.    

 

Please visit us at www.phillipsind.com to learn how Phillips products can make a 

difference in your operation.  

 

About Phillips Industries 



Based in Santa Fe Springs, CA, USA, Phillips Industries is a leading innovator and 

manufacturer of advanced electrical and air brake system components, as well as 

electronic solutions for communicating vehicle data to fleets and their drivers for the 

commercial truck and trailer industry.  Phillips’ products are standard on nearly 100% 

of Class 8 trucks, more than 50% of all trailers manufactured in North America, and 

can be purchased at virtually all premium distributors.  Phillips has manufacturing and 

distribution facilities throughout the US and Canada, as well as Mexico, China, and 

Europe. Phillips maintains active membership in key industry associations including 

TMC, SAE, Heavy Duty Manufacturing Association and various state trucking 

associations.  Their manufacturing facilities have earned the top-quality accreditations 

including ISO/TS 16949 and ISO 14001 as well as multiple prestigious customer 

awards from Daimler, NAPA, and many others. 
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